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In 2004, the NIH awarded contracts to initiate the development of high-quality psychological and neuropsychological outcome measures for the improved assessment of health-related outcomes. The workshop introduced these measurement development initiatives, the measures created and the NIH-supported resource (Assessment Center) for internet or tablet-based test administration and scoring. Presentations covered item response theory and assessment of test bias, construction of item banks and computerized adaptive testing, and the different ways in which qualitative analyses contribute to the definition of construct domains and the refinement of outcome constructs. The panel discussion included questions about representativeness of samples and the assessment of cultural bias.

Presenters were key personnel in one or more of the item bank projects or core faculties associated with the NIH-funded Resource Centers for Minority Aging Research. Ron D Hays was the program Chair. Nan Rothrock, Scientific Director for Assessment Center, described the methodology used in creating the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS®) and the Quality of Life in Neurological Disorders (Neuro-QOL) item banks; Richard C Gershon, principal investigator for the NIH Toolbox and for the PROMIS Technology Center, described the methodology used in creating the NIH Toolbox for the assessment of neurological behavior and function [1]; N Rothrock and RC Gershon also demonstrated computer adaptive testing (CAT) and CAT instruments from its library (PROMIS, Neuro-QOL, NIH Toolbox) as well as custom instruments. Multiple time points, study arms, scoring, real time data export and security precautions, including storing protected health information in a separate database, are supported. All data are stored on a server at Northwestern University and the security precautions are described in detail elsewhere [105]. This was the first workshop to cover all three initiatives.

**Item banks**

N Rothrock outlined three characteristics of high-quality item banks: individual items are easy to understand, have a shared meaning across individuals and measure the target domain. A multistep, rigorous approach utilizing both qualitative and quantitative techniques was used in PROMIS [3,4] and Neuro-QOL [5]. N Rothrock summarized the process in 16 steps: definition of construct, identification of existing measures, archival data analysis, patient focus groups, expert review/consensus/revision, sorting/selecting best questions, literacy level analysis, translatability review, expert item revision,
cognitive interviews, large scale testing (500 participants per item), statistical analysis, intellectual property permission, final decisions about inclusion/exclusion and scoring, validation studies and revision of measure as needed throughout its lifespan.

Both PROMIS and Neuro-QOL developed item banks in physical, mental and social health domains that can be administered as CATs or fixed-length short forms. Adult and pediatric measures are available in English and Spanish. PROMIS instruments are intended for use in general populations and for those with chronic conditions. Neuro-QOL instruments were developed for use within neurologic conditions.

RC Gershon illustrated the creation of NIH Toolbox item banks using the vocabulary and reading comprehension tests from the Cognition Domain, normed in the US population for ages 3–85 years. RC Gershon explained the huge gains in efficiency from item response theory (IRT) modeling. To enhance motivation among study participants, the target correct proportion used for CAT was adjusted to 75% for children and 68% for adults. To reduce response time, automatic advance to next item with the option to ‘go back’ was introduced [6]. In designing the vocabulary test, 625 words with four photographs for distractors were administered using a design based on 50% content overlap on adjacent lists and 80–100 observations per items (n = 1100 overall). Many other details were covered, including the voice tone used by the actor for adults versus children. Convergent validity with the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-4 was supported by a product–moment correlation of 0.78. The technical manuals summarize psychometric evaluation, normalization and scoring of the measures.

While PROMIS and Neuro-QOL are based exclusively on self- or proxy-reports, the NIH Toolbox also includes proctor-administered instruments. Measures address function in cognition, emotion, motor and sensation. Most NIH Toolbox measures take less than 5 min to administer. The battery of tests within a domain can be administered in about 30 min rather than the several hours needed for conventional testing.

IRT methodology

Presentations from RD Hays and Richard N Jones covered technical aspects of IRT modeling and methodological issues specific to the development of item banks for CAT. RD Hays gave a brief review of evaluating IRT assumptions (dimensionality, local independence, monotonicity, person fit) and introduced some of the features of the methodology that are especially helpful in evaluating survey items. For example, he discussed how category response curves can inform on the functioning of different response options. RD Hays also noted how IRT provides the most efficient administration approach possible that reduces response burden in achieving a target level of reliability or information. He noted how the response curves for different subgroups are indicative of differential item functioning – the curves for two groups should overlap completely if items are functioning equivalently in two subgroups as this means that the probability of responding in each category are the same in the two subgroups, conditionally on the estimated level on the construct being measured (‘θ’).

RN Jones reviewed IRT, describing a heuristic approach to understanding item discrimination parameters and item difficulty parameters. He discussed the history of parameter estimation techniques, which has evolved to address the main challenge of simultaneously estimating unknown person variables (underlying, latent ability) and unknown item parameters. He presented an overview of a common modern approach to item parameter estimation, marginal maximum likelihood estimation with an expectation maximization algorithm, and some emerging alternatives. He concluded with some advice on judging the adequacy of item parameter estimates.

Qualitative analysis

Presentations by Anita Stewart and Robert Weech-Maldonado reviewed the growing literature on the use of qualitative methods in item bank development that provide investigators with details on how the methods are applied. A Stewart’s presentation summarized the role of qualitative methods in developing item banks. Qualitative methods are applied during concept development (domain mapping and definitions), creating an item pool, standardizing and pretesting items, including item revisions throughout the process, and assuring that the domain name/definition accurately reflects the final item pool. The most common qualitative methods used include judgment and consensus by item bank investigators, review of items by content experts, focus groups and cognitive interview pretesting. There are some differences from how qualitative methods are applied in developing classical measures [7]. During concept development, focus groups are conducted with patients after domains are defined by item pool investigators in order to refine domain definitions. Judgment and consensus by investigators and expert review are both used to classify items in the item pool and delete items not meeting established criteria (e.g., do not measure concept, redundant, poorly worded). As items are pooled from a variety of measures, investigators specify a standard for the item bank instructions, item stems and response choices, and all items are revised to be consistent with that standard. Cognitive interview pretesting is essential to improve the clarity of items by iterative revisions to item wording [8].

R Weech-Maldonado outlined a framework for the cross-cultural adaptation of survey measures that consists of instrument translation, qualitative review and modification of translated version and field test of modified translation [106]. This process consists of two or more forward translations, independent review of translation by bilingual experts and committee review and decision on final translated instrument. He concluded that there has been limited research examining the cultural adaptation of item banks and further research is needed in this area.

Cross-cultural validity

Conceptual and psychometric measurement equivalence of scales are fundamental requirements for valid cross-cultural and demographic subgroup comparisons. Jeanne A Teresi briefly reviewed the different methodological approaches to evaluate measurement equivalence. She focused on methods that use latent conditioning...
variables. Latent variable models used to examine measurement invariance include IRT [9] and structural equation modeling [10], such as multiple group confirmatory factor analyses [11]; similarities and differences are summarized in several articles [12–18].

Differential item functioning (DIF) analysis is commonly used to study the performance of items in scales. Different methodologies for detecting DIF have been summarized and compared [19]. DIF is observed when the probability of item response differs across comparison groups, such as gender, country or language or race/ethnicity, after conditioning on (controlling for) the level of the state or trait measured, such as depression or physical function.

JA Teresi reviewed steps required for proper assessment of measurement invariance, broadly categorized as qualitative methods, including selection of groups to be studied and generation of DIF hypotheses relevant to these groups; tests of model assumptions and fit; tests of DIF; examination of magnitude (effect sizes associated with DIF); evaluation of aggregate and individual impact of DIF; expert review and disposition regarding items with DIF.

In the initial phase of PROMIS, DIF studies were performed but the samples were not ethnically diverse and were characterized by individuals with higher educational levels. JA Teresi briefly reviewed the studies of PROMIS item banks and short forms, including pain, fatigue, depression, anxiety and physical and social functioning. There are few studies extant that include examination of different ethnic groups; however, one study examined language of assessment [20]. JA Teresi discussed opportunities for examination of measurement equivalence in later PROMIS efforts, which include a large study of 4000 ethnically diverse individuals. She also noted that item banks and short forms derived from these banks, including PROMIS, Neuro-Qol and NIH Toolbox, will not be widely accepted if evidence regarding measurement equivalence across ethnically diverse groups is not provided.

The workshop concluded with a panel discussion. Questions were raised about the representativeness of panel company samples, and some of the complexity involved in the assessment of cultural bias. Conference slides are posted online [107].
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